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T
he evoluTion of warfare

was hitherto driven predomi-

nantly by technology and its

pace was governed by the tra-

jectory of industrial and tech-

nological advancement. in the last decade,

however, a new dimension has been added

to this evolution—the dimension of ‘glob-

alised battlespace’. further, the pace of

this evolution is now governed by the rev-

olution in communication affairs (rCa).

rCa now precedes and drives revolution in

military affairs (rMa).  

Current threats to national security

come from sources which are globally dis-

tributed and the areas of interest are dis-

persed globally. as a corollary, india’s

adversaries too have strengths and vulner-

abilities which are dispersed and distant

from their homeland. Thus india’s military

posturing and inventory must unambigu-

ously display the resolve and ability to pro-

tect its global interests and assets, and

also threaten those of the adversary.

Therefore, the maritime wars of tomorrow

would be fought not only close to india’s

shores and sea lanes of communications,

but also in other globally dispersed areas

of interest and vulnerabilities. These ‘dis-

tant battlefields’ may, in fact, hold the key

to india’s national security and therefore

ought to be the focus of the maritime cam-

paign. Major surface assets, inherently

possess the ability to operate away from

their home ports. Their combat potential,

range and endurance are significantly

enhanced when they form part of a bal-

anced and composite task force. Such ‘out

of area’ operations are not new and are

practised by most modern navies with

varying combat potential. air support

would be available to the task force

through the integral air on surface combat-

ants, dedicated helicopter/aircraft carriers

of the formation or from long-range shore-

based maritime air assets.   

Conventional submarines, on the other

hand, are inherently restricted to an area

of limited dimension and are relatively dif-

ficult to redeploy. The distance between

their base ports and area of deployment

directly impinges on their time on task and

their patrol speed dictates the sea area

they can keep under surveillance. if one

looks at the tasking of naval forces world-

wide in the last two decades, navies have

been undertaking almost all tasks in areas

distant from their coast; be it constabulary,

humanitarian, diplomatic or even less than

war situations. Conventional submarines

have almost always had no role to play.

Similarly, in any situation of open conflicts

in the future, conventional submarines will

be left out of any maritime operation

which entails distant deployment, re-

deployment of forces or mobile warfare at

sea. as mentioned above, globalised dis-

persion of the national assets, strengths

and vulnerabilities as well as those of

potential adversaries, will dictate such dis-

tant deployments and demand mobility for

swift re-deployment.

So, has the tyranny of distant battle-

fields come to haunt conventional sub-

marines? have these submarines lost their

relevance in the globalised and complex

battlefields of the future? Can india’s mar-

itime forces perform and survive in distant

battlefields without the under sea compo-

nent of the ‘balanced task force’. Probably

and most importantly, what ought to be
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Landing on Hostile Shores
A sea base amphibious operation eliminates

the need to establish shore facilities thus

reducing the requirement of men and 

material. But such a concept will require a

powerful navy to establish and protect 

the sea base.
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Tyranny of the 

Distant Battlefield

The traditional roles of submarines and operations undertaken hitherto may require

drastic realignment, if these platforms are to remain relevant in the 21st century 
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India’s military posturing and

inventory must unambigu-

ously display the resolve and

ability to protect its global

interests and assets, and 

also threaten those of 

the adversary

HMS Vanguard:
This nuclear powered vessel is an high 

speed, long endurance underwater vessel. 
It displaces  over 16,000 tonnes and offers 
spacious accommodation on three decks. 

It carries up to 16 missiles and 12 warheads.



done for submarines to triumph over this

tyranny of distant battlefield?

India’s Strategic Panorama
Today india has the resources and probably

the compulsions to don the mantle of a

regional maritime power. This may also

assume a global flavour and character,

more due to geostrategic and geopolitical

churning of the world order and global eco-

nomic realities rather than internally

aspired hegemonous design. Geo-strategi-

cally it is an ‘island’ which strides and

therefore can influence economically cru-

cial and globally significant sea lanes. Geo-

politically it has a turbulent neighbourhood

and historically it has inherited a score of

unsettled disputes. Militarily it is faced with

the entire spectrum of conflict situations;

right from internal militancy and political

turmoil to a strategic nuclear threat, which

is clear, present and unequivocally articu-

lated by the ‘first use’ policy of two nuclear

capable, not-so-friendly neighbours. Thus

‘willingness’ to lead a peaceful coexistence

and not wanting to grow militarily is not an

option for india.

historically, india has a legacy of pro-

ducing wealth without having the ability to

protect it. Military might is therefore essen-

tial, not only for growth, but the very exis-

tence of india as a nation state. This

military capability has to have the neces-

sary ‘legs’ and ‘wings’ of regional, if not

global application. The importance and

urgency of having a comprehensive mar-

itime capability, which must include the

ability to fight and win the distant battle,

cannot be overemphasised. 

Submarine Operations in the 21st Century 
it is not intended to discuss in any depth

the various likely operations and deploy-

ments of submarines, conventional or oth-

erwise. Such deliberations have been

undertaken at various forums and are fairly

well documented. it may, however, be in

order to articulate certain views, inferences

and issues which have emerged from such

deliberations (including the recently con-

cluded international seminar on the subject

at new Delhi) and have impacted submarine

operations in the 21st century. Some of the

more relevant ones are:

l while submarines can and do contribute

towards certain diplomatic and even

constabulary roles, it is the high end

war fighting role that provides the

greatest effect. 

l Technology is important since it is a

‘capability enabler’ and strategy is exe-

cuted through capability.

l The value and contribution of fast, long-

range submarines as part of an expedi-

tionary force was demonstrated as early

as the end of world war i (wwi)  (the

use of submarines as part of an

amphibious task force which defeated

the German forces in rabaul).

l The fact that submarines are not partic-

ularly suited for local or coastal defence

was also amply demonstrated during

world war i.

l The requirement of a nation’s military

capability to possess the quality of

‘reach and endurance’ may be dictated

by its geography (australia), geostrate-

gic location (the indian peninsula

astride the busiest and probably longest

sea trade route; between the horn/Gulf

and the Malacca straits) or other similar

considerations. This necessity must not

be equated to the desire of strategic and

operational reach to influence events

globally. 

l Contrary to general belief, submarines

have never really been ‘independent’ in

action. notwithstanding tactical engage-

ments to exploit the full potential of sub-

marines, they have always been part of a

knowledge and information network.

externally determined targeting/posi-

tioning (knowledge or actionable infor-

mation), better situational/battlespace

awareness (relevant data or information)

or redeployment (to exploit new oppor-

tunities), have always been the key to

successful deployment of submarines.

This is true, albeit in varying degree, for

conventional, air-independent propul-

sion (aiP) enabled or even nuclear pro-

pelled submarines. 

l Submarine operations and capabilities

are inextricably linked with other mar-

itime (and military) capabilities—sensors,

weapons, platforms, communication net-

works, command systems, etc.

l The number of submarines a nation can

put to sea will determine the ‘strategic

weight’ of the submarine fleet and

therefore the ability of the submarine

force to influence the maritime battle

and military outcome. 

l notwithstanding the general belief, sub-

marines also contribute to sea control

by surveillance and patrolling, sharing

sensor data or by providing flank pro-

tection to other operations. The ability

of submarines to exploit the different

layers of water as a mobile sensor plat-

form will always be in demand.

l Submarines will also be used as sea con-

trol platforms to deal with anti-access

forces of the adversary, to ensure free

access of own forces into designated

area. 

l at sea, numbers matter. a nation oper-

ating a 65-boat submarine-fleet cannot

be bracketed with one operating a four

or even 12-boat submarine force. large

numbers not only permit ‘ripple deploy-

ment’ of submarines at strategically sig-

nificant distances, but also ensure that

the known presence of submarines in a

particular area does not necessarily

make other localities safe for the adver-

sary to conduct operations. also, large

numbers will enable submarines to con-

tribute to every phase of maritime activ-

ity (diplomatic, pre conflict, denial,

control, and projection, etc), which in

today’s scenario are likely to be taking

place simultaneously, rather than

sequentially, at different localities and

overextended periods. 

l no single asset can provide a universal

answer to today’s complex maritime

environment. Submarines, in isolation,

are not a substitute to a balanced mar-

itime force.

l aiP merely makes a conventional sub-

marine less discreet and not a cheaper

substitute for a nuclear submarine. 

l with the advent of satellite based sur-

veillance, the submarine’s sonar and

electronic support measures have been

reduced to localised sensors, with lim-

ited area surveillance capability; at least

as far as surface and air borne emitters

are concerned. 

l The satellite-submarine combine has

unprecedented potential for surveil-

lance over very large sea areas, provided

submarines have necessary speed,

endurance and near perpetual, real time

connectivity with the satellite and

authorities ashore. 

l very few navies can afford two separate

nuclear capable submarine fleets—one

for deterrence and the other for sub-

surface nuclear (attack) roles. are the

days of dedicated ‘boomers’ over?

l in the globalised economy of today,

developed nations will not accept

adverse interference in the maritime

trade by attacks on shipping traffic and

the adverse financial impact such

attacks will have on the tariff and insur-

ance rates. 

l Due to environmental considerations,

the use of submarines to attack mer-

chant traffic even in patrol areas next to

the enemy harbours and on ships wav-

ing that country’s flag, may not be

acceptable. 

l The scenario of the war against trade

and economy has changed and the

stakeholders are numerous. who is the

loser when a submarine sinks a ship

belonging to a Saudi Sheikh, carrying

Korean cars made in vietnam and being

delivered to a number of countries,

insured in london, manned by indian

crew and flagged as being liberian? 

l The final question—can conventional

submarines address the political pur-

pose of war, as they did in ww i and ii?

have the emerging technologies and

global situation reduced the superiority

submarines once enjoyed over its surface

counterparts? are these changes threats to

submarine operations or they have, in fact,

presented opportunities to submarines to

influence war at sea in a manner that it

makes them, once again, the preferred

weapon platform at sea?   

The Distant Battlefield
Most maritime nations have realised and

therefore articulated in their defence doc-

trine that it is not only territories, coast, air

space and sea approaches that require to be

protected; the nation’s distant sea lanes,

population, assets and infrastructure also

need to be controlled—safeguarded and

kept free of interference by adversaries.

Since these ‘interests’ could be globally dis-

persed, it would not be prudent to pre-

scribe exact ‘boundaries of action’ in any

promulgated doctrine. an adversary owned

oilfield in africa is as vital an asset as the

supertanker carrying the crude through the

indian ocean or the terminal at a third

country’s port which is connected through

pipelines over land to the refinery on the

adversary’s mainland. Consequently, our

intent to conduct proactive combat opera-

tions against the adversary’s dispersed

interests’ anywhere in the world merits

unambiguous articulation. Such operations

will be conducted as far from the homeland

as possible and would be undertaken as

precisely as possible and in ways least

expected by the adversary. Thus the defin-

ing components of the distant battlefield
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The second issue follows three important events.

The first one was the Annual Maritime Power

Conference which is a major annual event of the

National Maritime Foundation. So far five confer-

ences have been held focusing on important mar-

itime issues. The sixth conference was held in

February this year and the subject selected was

strategies for submarine operations for the 21st

century. Thus an article on the subject has been

selected where the author discusses submarine

operations in the 21st century with the backdrop

of ‘globalised battle space’ and revolution in com-

munication affairs. The second was Libya which

has been in focus due to oil and a large number

of Indians working there, and thus their safety

became a concern for the government. The

Indian Navy went ahead to help in the evacuation,

and sent two ships INS Jalashwa and Mysore. An

article has been included which covers the com-

plete gambit of mass evacuation by navies. The

third event was the annual budget, the defence

component of which has been analysed at macro

level and number crunching for the Indian Navy.

The article on amphibious operations highlight

salient aspects which every country with a large

coastline and many island territories face. The

Navy is planning to improve its amphibious capa-

bility by acquiring suitable equipment like Landing

Platform Dock and a few amphibious aircraft. Pro-

curement of 126 medium multi-role combat air-

craft for the Indian Air Force has been in focus for

a long time and is likely to be concluded this year.

Some of the aircraft in the run have a naval ver-

sion, thus the author attempts to analyse as to

how it will affect the future indigenous aircraft car-

rier design and naval fighter procurement pro-

gramme. Happy reading. 

Jayant BaranwaL

Publisher & Editor-in-ChiefE
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Future maritime conflicts will

have a positive global flavour

and battles at sea will be

fought in distant battlefields

Ohio class ballistic missile
submarine USS Wyoming

PhotograPh: US Navy
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are reach, precision and stealth.

while submarines have strengths and

potential as lone-rangers, they are probably

more valuable as components of a balanced

force at sea. along with the surface and air

components, submarines have the ability to

complicate the adversary’s problems mani-

fold. The cumulative effect of such a bal-

anced force can be truly devastating in

operations and powerful as deterrence. as

aptly said, “Submarines as a single type of

instrument, is much less useful than as part

of a comprehensive tool kit.” To bring

about the cumulative effect of such capabil-

ities in concert, submarines must have the

commensurate speed and endurance as

well as the ability to plug into the informa-

tion and knowledge networks of the space,

surface and air components. 

The diplomatic effect of submarines and

their role in the pre-conflict stage merits

special mention. in an uncertain situation, as

the potential of conflict emerges, deploy-

ment of submarines has the advantage of a

signal of resolve which remains ‘unsent and

ambiguous’. it implies a high degree of

determination, without any commitment to

use force. Similarly, in an uncertain, emerg-

ing situation or pre-conflict stage, sub-

marines deployed as intelligence gatherers

can identify vital changes in operating pat-

terns, heightened military preparations and

enhanced operational activities. These

inputs could be of strategic and military sig-

nificance and of vital national importance. 

once again, these missions demand pre-

mium range and endurance capabilities from

submarines, along with sound and preferably

near perpetual network accessibility.

few operational scenarios only highlight

the fact that the distant battlefield is a

harsh maritime reality. These scenarios are

neither typical nor exhaustive. all that can

be reinforced is the fact that the distant

battlefield would become a tyranny of sorts

for submarines, unless submarines are

designed, equipped and their crews trained

to operate and deliver in this emerging real-

ity. or else, submarines may become

increasingly redundant and the task force

which sails without the subsurface compo-

nent, will no longer remain ‘balanced’ and

may in fact be sailing into harms way.     

Overcoming the Tyranny of the Distant
Battlefield
Capabilities that are thus required to

remain relevant in the changed geostrategic

environment of the 21st century are: 

Propulsion, speed and endurance: The

deployment envelope of conventional sub-

marine (four to six knot-45 days) is just not

sufficient for any meaningful distant deploy-

ment. Currently, the aiP systems are

designed and thought of as add-on to the

existing propulsion train. These predomi-

nantly make the submarines less indiscreet

and only very marginally influence the range

and endurance. The optimum solution is

obviously the nuclear SSn. it is however felt

that aiP development can be driven towards

providing 10 to 12 knots speed and

endurance of say 75 days. for this, the sub-

marine needs to be designed around such a

high performance aiP system rather than

the current philosophy of treating aiP as a

mere add-on to an existing design. while this

may sound far fetched, but if demanded

operationally, technology will deliver.

enhanced endurance is not merely a matter

of capacities of fuel and other consumables,

but would involve factors such as spare

holding, designed redundancies, repair and

maintenance philosophy, mean time

between failures, etc. 

Payload: Since the very purpose of sub-

marines is to deliver ordnance, the ‘quiver’

of weapons onboard modern submarines

must cover the entire spectrum—from

mines and underwater saboteurs with a

range of influence of a few hundred yards

to land attack missiles with ranges of a few

hundred kilometres. The weapon mix car-

ried for a deployment could be ‘mission

specific’ and  the storage space designed

for quick reloading and the reload capacity

be large enough to sustain a prolonged

patrol in a ‘target rich’ environment. The

most critical facet of the payload would

however be precision and target discrimi-

nation. a submarine carrying significant

numbers of land attack missile, with a

range of a few hundred kilometres, and

precision and target discrimination of a

high level, would probably become a more

effective means of deterrence and influ-

ence events on land than the ‘non-usable’

nuclear tipped missile. 

Uninterrupted connectivity: notwith-

standing local tactical engagement with

other surface and subsurface targets, sub-

marines have always been elements of net-

worked forces. Their full potential is

exploited fully only when they have access

to external ‘knowledge networks’. The only

aspect that has changed is the fact that

while this connectivity was hitherto inter-

preted and narrow band, the 21st century

distant battlefields demand perpetual con-

nectivity which is uninterrupted, secure and

broad band. Since rCa now precedes and

probably drives rMa, it is only a matter of

time before dived submarines and satellites

would be linked perpetually. 

HRD: one of the biggest challenges

which the 21st century submarine opera-

tions face is not from technology manage-

ment or geostrategic turmoil, but from

people-concerns or lack of it. endurance,

effectiveness and performance of sub-

marines at sea are influenced and are most

sensitive to the performance of the crews

and thus they require careful management

as follows: 

l Psychiatric screening of volunteers

wanting to join the submarine arm. 

l The training syllabus and its delivery

should be in consonance with the oper-

ating and maintaining philosophy.  

l optimal rotation between shore and

ashore with adequate rest and recuper-

ation between deployments. 

l adequate automation in control and

monitoring of ship equipment/systems

to ensure safe operations as well as

reduced watch keeping posts. 

l Provision of best in class living spaces,

physical and psychological environment

and other ‘creature comforts’ onboard,

optimised for  prolonged deployments. 

l abundance and variety of rations, enter-

tainment, and means of intellectual

stimuli. 

l Sufficient bandwidth for connectivity

with the external world including for

personal communications.

l adequate financial compensation and

better condition of service as incentives

for individuals to volunteer for and con-

tinue in the submarine arm. 

Submarines’ Role 
future maritime conflicts will have a posi-

tive global flavour and battles at sea will be

fought in distant battlefields. To address

the political purpose of war, the military in

general and maritime forces in particular,

would require to protect own geographi-

cally dispersed assets and vulnerabilities as

well as threaten those of the adversaries.

The ‘distant battle’ is therefore a reality and

would remain the prime focus of tomor-

row’s conflicts. Thus the traditional roles of

submarines and operations undertaken

hitherto may require drastic realignment, if

these platforms are to remain relevant in

the 21st century. 

The guided missile
submarine USS Florida

Scorpène class submarines
are a class of diesel-electric
attack submarine jointly
developed by DCNS

PhotograPhS: US Navy / SP guide Pubns
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amphibious flexibility is the 

greatest strategic asset that a sea power pos-

sesses.

— B.H. Liddell Hart

a
ll MariTiMe naTionS have

to rely upon the seas for com-

merce, to respond to any crises

or to guard their national inter-

ests. in the coming decades,

population pressure, strive for access to

diminishing resources, increasing require-

ment of energy by developing nations, dete-

riorating environmental conditions coupled

with changing societal and cultural changes

would lead to instability. The increase in sea-

based terrorist, drug smuggling backed by

force, hostage taking, piracy at sea, weak

and impoverished governments or threat-

ened dictatorships, will all require forces

equipped, trained to be flexible, who would

react rapidly and respond effectively.  Mar-

itime security analysts are of the view that

with the current and future geopolitical envi-

ronment, aircraft carriers and amphibious

forces with suitably embarked forces like the

marines, will play a major role in all sea

operations. as a prerequisite such forces will

be joint, will have to embark ashore in hos-

tile conditions and carry infantry or marines

to counter the local forces.

Amphibious Operations Environment 
l The target countries will be in the lit-

torals where a large portion of the

world’s population lives. 

l The target countries involved will be hos-

tile or partly hostile and thus getting

their support will be a challenge and will

require peacetime engagement. During

war this may involve acquiring lodgment

areas by force.

l rise in population which is also threat-

ened by famine, disease and natural dis-

asters. Social instability will be added to

over urbanisation. By 2025, the world

population will increase by more than 30

per cent out of which more than 60 per

cent will live in urban areas. 

l limited natural resources which are

required by many competing nations will

create conflict situation.

l The adverse effects of climate change

may also add to problems due to

tsunami, cyclones, coastal flooding, etc.  

l internet allows rapid movement of infor-

mation which can precipitate crisis. 

l war including conflict, conventional

war, irregular warfare and terrorism can

provide mixed challenges which can be

posed by nations, proxy forces, armed

or non-violent groups. The Jasmine rev-

olution in Tunisia triggered revolutions

in egypt and libya with other Middle

east countries also attempting similar

revolutions to expose dictatorship and

human suffering. armed intervention

by other nations for whatever reason

will imply acquiring capability to oper-

ate in the littorals.

Littoral
The littoral comprises of two areas. The first

area is the seaward portion which must be

controlled to support operations ashore. The

second is the landward portion which is

inland from the shore and is required to be

defended directly from the sea. 

Amphibious Operations
Making a lodgment in hostile environment

is a challenging task and requires to seam-

lessly link the sea, land and air. The sea is

used as battlespace to acquire a safe

foothold against armed resistance for fur-

thering the operational objectives. as

amphibious operations (ao) overlap sea,

land and air, thus navy, army and air force

are involved which makes it an inherently

joint operation. it may also involve other

nations. To counter dispersed opposing

forces, employing mixed tactics, will

require matching responses through out

the area of operations whether it is ashore

or shore. During the last two decades, the

uS has responded to crisis about 104 times.

Sea-based forces have a difficult task espe-

cially when friendly logistic support areas

are shrinking. The future amphibious

forces will have to operate in a forward pos-

ture to conduct tasks like security coopera-

tion, regional deterrence, crisis response,

limited contingency operations, and if nec-

essary, major operations and campaigns.

The force may also have the task of pre-

venting conflict and defuse the crisis. The

uS has amphibious ready groups/marine

expeditionary units and smaller task-ori-

ented amphibious units. Simply an ao

involves a landing force embarked in ships

or craft to achieve at a variety of missions

which may be conducted in friendly, hostile

or uncertain environment. The landing

force will consist of marines or if the coun-

try does not have marines then specially

trained infantry from the army. There will

be a large number of supporting troops and

equipment. The force should be able to

operate in smaller groups or in a cen-

tralised large group. The uS Marine Corps

has suggested that the term ‘ao’ be

replaced by ‘amphibious engagement and

Crisis response.’ advances in technology

have made ao more challenging. for exam-

ple the use of anti-ship cruise missiles has

necessitated the conduct of over the hori-

zon ao. ao will also need mine counter-

measures, naval surface fire support, a

family of ships, surface connectors, landing

craft and landing vehicles. Surface connec-

tors are high speed marine vehicles that are

beachable to allow discharge of troops and

cargo. These vehicles also have commercial

applications. embarkation requirements

which effect planning are troop berthing,

vehicle space, cargo space, aircraft deck

spots, landing craft and weight. The uS is

also thinking of conducting ao from oper-

ational manoeuvre from the sea, which will

provide greater reach and flexibility in the

conduct of operations. it implies landing

forces on the objectives directly from the

sea. it has cited the example of Somalia

where landing and build-up was required in

Mogadishu for further action inland. it also

quotes the operations in inchon to liberate

Seoul in 1950.

The concept of a sea base is akin to a

land base for projection of operations. it

enables joint operations and allows power

projection without the requirement of

infrastructure like ports or air bases. Thus

a sea base ao eliminates the need to estab-

lish shore facilities thus reducing the

requirement of men and material. But such

a concept will require a powerful navy to

establish and protect the sea base. Com-

mand and control aspects have also to be

considered especially with respect to the

division of responsibility of the commander

of the ao task force and commander of the

landing force.  

The uS forces plan the following type of

missions:

Amphibious assault ship (AAS): aaS is

designed to land forces on hostile shores

and transport marine Corps troops by heli-

copter. wasp class of aaS are the largest in

their class. The air group of helicopters is

supported by a squadron of up to eight av-

8B harrier ii and can embark up to 20 har-

riers. They can also launch up to three

lCaC hovercraft or lCus. it can carry a

complement of 104 officers, 1,004 enlisted

and 1,894 marines. it also has a 600-bed

hospital.

Amphibious engagement and crisis

response: This is aimed at conflict preven-

tion or crisis mitigation and may include

security cooperation, humanitarian assis-

tance, civil support, etc. 

Amphibious raid: it involves a rapid

operation and a planned withdrawal. Sur-

prise is one of the key elements of a raid.

Amphibious assault: This is a more

deliberate operation than a raid.

Amphibious withdrawal: involves the

evacuation of troops by sea from a hostile

area. Some examples are the evacuation of

the Palestine liberation organisation 

from lebanon in 1982 and approximately

1,00,000 troops and material and 1,00,000

civilians were evacuated from hungnam,

north Korea, in 1950 in the backdrop of a

major war.  

Amphibious demonstration: This is a

type of operation to deceive the enemy.

US Ships and Craft for AO
The uS is leading in ao due to their require-

ment of global reach thus they have the

most technically advanced equipment, brief

details are:

Tilt-rotor aircraft: Mv-22 is currently in

service and has contributed immensely in

increasing the speed and range of vertical

ship-to-objective manoeuvre. vertical

manoeuvre helps in avoiding aSCMs, mines,

and other threats. The size and weight of

Mv-22 effects embarkation planning. its

limits of carrying internal and external

loads necessitates that a mix of Mv-22 and

helicopters are used. 

Helicopters: Many type of helicopters

can be used but will have similar advan-

tages to Mv-22. future helicopters like Ch-

53K can provide increased range and lift a

wider range of landing force vehicles and

equipment.

Expeditionary fighting vehicle (EFV):

it is being developed for the uS Marine

Corps. however, its future is uncertain as

the uS Department of Defense has sug-

gested for its cancellation due to financial

constraints. efv is designed to provide

surface assault capability from oTh with

increased manoeuvre, range, speed of

attack and surprise. 

Amphibious assault vehicles (AAVs):

aav is a fully tracked amphibious landing

vehicle and the amphibious troop transport

of the uS Marine Corps. it can land the sur-

face assault elements of the landing force

and their equipment in a single lift from

assault shipping to conduct mechanised

operations ashore.  

Fast landing craft: Many countries

have high-speed, long-range landing craft

suitable for operations from oTh and also

capable of advance force operations, sup-

Landing on Hostile Shores
a sea base amphibious operations eliminates the need to establish shore facilities thus reducing the requirement of men

and material. But such a concept will require a powerful navy to establish and protect the sea base.

Acquisition of the 

additional LPDs is aimed at

upgrading the AO capability

and increasing the strategic

reach of the Indian Navy

PhotograPh: US Navy

Making a lodgment in hostile 
environment is a challenging task



porting attacks to securing beach landing

sites and even operating in rivers and estu-

aries to reach the objectives. one example

of a modern fast landing craft is Swedish

CB-90 which is 15.9 m (52’) long, has a

overall speed of 40 knots (74 km/h), range

is 440 km at 20 knots (37 km/h) and can

carry 21 amphibious troops with full

equipment. 

Landing craft air cushion (LCACs) and

ship to shore connectors (SSCs): lCaCs

moves from the amphibious ships and then

carries out offloading of all type of vehicles

required for the operation. 

Landing craft, utility (LCU): lCus are

slower in speed but are capable of moving

longer distances to operate from amphibi-

ous ships located oTh. 

Joint high speed vessel (JHSV): JhSvs

provide quick inter- and intra-theatre move-

ment of personnel and equipment.

Transformable craft (T-craft): This craft

is under development which can carry high-

speed ocean transit. The ideal is to combine

the ocean-going range and speed of the JhSv

with the oTh amphibious capability of an

lCaC and payload higher than an lCu. 

Littoral combat ship (LCS): lCS is

designed as a fast and highly manoeuver-

able ship, which can perform many roles

with interchangeable modules to carry out

mine warfare, anti-submarine warfare, fire

support, berthing, command and control

suites, and surface connectors. lCS can be

a force multiplier in ao where they can be

employed singly or as multi-ship task

forces. The lCS equipped suitably would be

able to land and evacuate landed troops

which are conducting tasks such as security

cooperation, humanitarian assistance, civil-

ian evacuation, reconnaissance, raids, etc. 

Indian Perspective
india also plans ao albeit at a more modest

scale basing on its threat perception. india

has andaman and nicobar islands in the

Bay of Bengal, which has a group of 204

islands. lakshwadeep and Minicoy islands

are in the arabian Sea and has a group of

about 43 islands. There are a large number

of islands which are not inhabited and if

occupied by other countries, will require

ao to clear them. Then there are out of area

contingencies which will require ao. The

evacuation in libya by the indian navy may

require ao in certain scenarios including

security cooperation, humanitarian assis-

tance, civilian evacuation, raids, etc. earlier

during the liberation of Goa and operations

in Bangladesh, there was a possibility of

launching ao. india does not have a marine

force but the indian army has troops ear-

marked for ao who periodically carry out

joint training with the indian navy and the

air force. indian navy has also acquired

one landing platform dock (lPD) inS

Jalashwa which was originally uSS Trenton

and commissioned in the indian navy in

2007. inS Jalashwa is capable of undertak-

ing maritime surveillance, special opera-

tions, search and rescue, medical support

as well as humanitarian aid. it also carries

four mechanised landing craft and eight

landing assault craft. indian navy has also

issued an rfi for four lPD which should be

able to transport main battle tanks, heavy

trucks, armoured personnel vehicles and

other heavy machinery. it must also per-

form the operations of heavy-lift helicop-

ters of the indian navy. The acquisition of

the additional lPDs is aimed at upgrading

the ao capability and increasing the strate-

gic reach of the indian navy. 
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AO in World War II
Capture of Iwo Jima: The capture of the Japanese island of iwo Jima is considered a

classic amphibious assault. it was carried out by three uS Marine divisions from feb-

ruary 16 to March 17, 1945 with the support of more than 800 warships and landing

craft. The island was located about 1,200 km south of Tokyo and thus could provide

Japan two hours’ warning of uS B-29 raids from the Mariana islands and also provided

a fighter base for the harassment of the uS bombers. To deny the Japanese of a source

of early warning and prevent them from using their fighters, the uS decided to cap-

ture iwo Jima. it had formidable defences, probably the best in Pacific and included

about 730 major installations with 120 guns larger than 75mm; 220 large mortars,

howitzers, and rocket launchers; and a network of 10 miles (16 km) of underground

tunnels linking hundreds of bunkers and blockhouses. The defences were manned

by 21,000 troops. The uS launched a 82,000-man landing force preceded by three

days of bombardment from six battleships and five cruisers. The landing was pro-

vided covering fire with more than 6,000 tonnes of ammunition. Due to the massive

fire power, casualties while landing were moderate. however, subsequent capture of

the island involved the bitterest battle of the Pacific, in which gains were counted in

yards. heavy casualties were inflicted by both sides. although iwo Jima was officially

secured on March 17, however, it took nine more days to reduce pockets of resistance.

The uS lost 4,590 lives and wounded 24, and more than 20,000 Japanese were killed

and 1,083 captured. 

Normandy Landings
operations overlord and neptune were undertaken to carry out landing on normandy

for subsequent operations for the capture of Germany. They are popularly known as

the normandy landings and were carried out on June 6, 1944 starting at 6:30 a.m.

British Double Summer Time (GMT+2). The assault was carried out in two phases:

l an airborne assault landing consisting of 24,000 British, uS, Canadian and french

airborne troops shortly after midnight.

l an amphibious landing of infantry and armoured divisions of the allies on the coast

of france commencing at 6:30 a.m. There were also decoy operations carried out to

hide the real location of the landing areas.

The operation was the largest amphibious invasion of all time, with over 1,60,000

troops landing on June 6. at least 1,95,700 allied naval and merchant navy personnel

in over 5,000 ships were involved in the transportation of men and material from the

uK to normandy through the english Channel. it also involved assault landings, air

support, naval interdiction of the english Channel and naval fire-support. The landing

took place along a 50 mile (80 km) stretch of the normandy coast and was divided

into five sectors.  
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T
he MuCh awaiTeD ‘MoTher of

all deals’, the medium multi-role

combat aircraft (MMrCa) for the

indian air force (iaf) has entered

the final phase. according to the

Chief of the air Staff, air Chief Marshal P.v.

naik, the contract for supplying 126 MMrCa

fighters to the iaf will be signed soon. all

leading global combat aircraft manufactur-

ers await the outcome of the deal with bated

breath. for the first time there was an over-

whelming global response and the deal has

remained the most speculative topic of dis-

cussion for nearly a decade. india’s emerging

position in the world strongly steered by a

consistent nine per cent economic growth,

places india at a pedestal where high-end

frontline technologies are willingly offered

for the asking by hitherto reluctant sources.

Several global players are running head over

heels to participate in the modernisation

plans of india’s defence forces. in the pre-

vailing environment, it is a foregone conclu-

sion that the iaf would settle for nothing

less than the top-end technology-intensive

multi-role combat aircraft. undoubtedly, the

MMrCa promises to be the mainstay for the

future of iaf and has the potential to

emerge as a game changer. 

The additional benefit that the deal

promises to the indigenous aviation industry

is the transfer of top-end frontline technol-

ogy that would be relevant for at least the

next three decades and beyond. Besides the

performance and cost, crucial issues like

access to technology, technology transfer,

life-cycle support through reliable spares

and maintenance, product support, etc will

be decisive factors in finalising the deal.

Thus, if it is called ‘the mother of all deals’,

it is not just for its commercial facet, but for

the enriching accompaniments which will

benefit the indigenous defence industrial

complex on a long-term perspective. report-

edly, the first 18 aircraft will be acquired

directly from the manufacturer and the

remaining fighters will be built under licence

by hindustan aeronautics limited (hal),

Bengaluru under the provision of transfer of

technology (ToT).

This multibillion-dollar deal will be the

biggest ever since the 1990s, in which global

fighters, namely lockheed Martin’s f-16

Super viper, eurofighter’s Typhoon, russian

united aircraft Corporation’s Mikoyan MiG-

35, france’s Dassault aviation’s rafale,

Swedish SaaB’s Gripen and Boeing’s f/a-18

Super hornet have participated. out of these

contenders, russia’s Mikoyan and france’s

Dassault have been the regular suppliers of

aircraft to the iaf.  Dassault aviation’s

rafale, the eurofighter’s Typhoon and the

Boeing f/a-18e/f Super hornet are all twin-

engine fighters and reportedly very expen-

sive. The MiG-35 is also a twin-engine

aircraft, however its price not known.

Indian Navy Perspective
how does the MMrCa deal impinge the

indigenous aircraft carrier (iaC) programme

for the indian navy? This is the big question

which needs serious consideration of the

decision-makers at this crucial juncture.

according to former Chief of naval Staff

admiral arun Prakash, “The easiest option

would be to make iaC-2 a replica of iaC-1.

This would imply that the second carrier’s

air group would consist of the MiG-29K and

perhaps lCa (navy), with an option to oper-

ate the f-35(B) lightning ii, at a later date,

if it is available.” he further adds, “interest-

ingly, the ongoing competition for selection

of the iaf multi-role combat aircraft

appears to have thrown up four potential

candidates for the indian navy too. of

these, the Boeing f/a-18 Super hornet and

the Dassault aviation’s rafale both have

naval versions that operate in the catapult

assisted take-off but arrested landing

mode. if the iaf does select one of these

candidates there might be some pressure

for the indian navy to consider the same

aircraft for iaC-2.” if the fleet air arm of

the indian navy was to be given teeth in

true sense that it deserves, there would be

no gain in adopting a replica of iaC-1 for

iaC-2. in fact it may well prove to be a

regressive step and the indian navy would

only be chasing technologies.

according to air Marshal (retd) Philip

rajkumar, who set up the national flight

Test Centre and was subsequently the Direc-

tor, aeronautics Development authority

(aDa), the naval lCa (navy) programme is a

very interesting one because it is for the first

time that india was attempting to develop a

carrier-borne fighter. he, however, cautions

that the challenges in flight testing and

introducing the aircraft into service will be

many, namely the modification of the fly-by-

wire flight control system’s control law to

cater to the ski jump take-off and arrested

landing on the deck, setting up the Shore

Based Test facility and its validation before

the commencement of the naval lCa’s flight

tests. The biggest managerial challenge will

be the human resource problem because

qualified personnel, who provide the all-

important continuity to the test programme

in the future, are hard to come by.

Besides the above challenges, there will

be complex issues confronting the lCa

(navy) project relating to twin-engine, high

agility at supersonic speed, multi-role capa-

bility, wing folding mechanism of composite

material, strengthening of under carriage for

deck operations, arrester engine/gear, active

electronically scanned array (aeSa) radar,

etc. indigenous development of all these

essential capabilities would take decades of

toil and sweat by aDa and hal, and will be

riddled with unacceptable delays and uncer-

tainties at the end. as it is, the indian navy

is at a crossroad to find a way ahead in final-

ising the design for iaC-2 which impinges

upon the concept of operations, whether it

should be short take-off but arrested recov-

ery (SToBar) or catapult assisted take-off

but arrested recovery (CaToBar) for iaC-2

and iaC-3. without going into much techni-

cality, emerging trends suggest SToBar

offers sound operating concept for the iaC

programme for india navy. india can learn

the right lessons from the formation of a

consortium by alenia aeronautica, Bae Sys-

tems and eaDS as eurofighter Gmbh to pro-

duce state-of-the-art weapon systems and

platforms through a joint venture arrange-

ment. while such a joint venture would

catalyse induction of new technology into

the iaf, it would set back indigenous efforts

and the move towards self-reliance. Pundits

for induction of new technology may

counter this argument by stating that the

strategy of relying on home grown technolo-

gies is riddled with severe penalties of time

and cost overruns. nonetheless, access to

technology, transfer of technology and the

life-cycle support would be the main attrib-

utes of MMrCa deal. So why not gainfully

utilise such provisions of the deal for opti-

mising the operating concept and design for

future iaC programme?

Choice of aircraft available plays a pre-

dominant role in finalisation of an aircraft

carrier design. it is also said that the carrier

design should be ‘future proof’ to enable

operation of future aircraft when the carrier

enters the commissioned service. in this con-

text, the competing options in the MMrCa

deal are Boeing f/a 18e/f Super hornet,

france’s Dassault aviation’s rafale and

eurofighter’s Typhoon, if the long-term

naval perspective were to be added to the

deal. while Boeing f/a 18e/f and Dassault’s

rafale are proven carrier borne multi-role

fighter aircraft, eurofighter in recent times

have offered the naval variant of Typhoon

fighter aircraft. During the recently con-

cluded aero india 2011 at Bangalore,

eurofighter have not only exhibited the

potential of naval version of Typhoon but

have also reportedly expressed willingness

to ToT and joint development with hal. it

is, therefore, only logical that the provisions

in the Defence Procurement Procedure of

‘Buy and Make indian’ are utilised to acquire

such a fighter for the iaf that also has a

naval variant. 

The need therefore is for a holistic view

in the selection process of MMrCa which

should serve the long-term national inter-

ests by ensuring commonality of inventory

of the multi-role combat aircraft and stan-

dardisation of its infrastructure and sup-

port facilities both for iaf and indian navy,

over a time horizon of at least three to four

decades. Selection of MiG 29K for operating

from inS vikramaditya was precisely based

on the similar consideration, though there

was no other option available at the time of

finalising the deal. another important

aspect that needs consideration is that the

iaf does not have any known plan for

future acquisition of MiG series of aircraft,

except the upgrades of MiG-27s and MiG-

29s. hence, over a period of time, the infra-

structure and support facilities for this

category of aircraft would dwindle. Perhaps

as a fallback option the indian navy has

already floated a global request for infor-

mation (rfi) for multi-role fighter aircraft

to operate from iaC. The mother of all

deals thus can be a win-win situation for

both iaf and indian navy, as also the entire

nation. Besides the qualitative quantum

jump to iaf, this deal has the potential of

not just rejuvenating the iaC programme in

real terms, but it even offers multiple

options for multi-role carrier borne fighters

for indian navy. if this linkage is viewed

holistically, it would substantially facilitate

matching the aircraft and the carrier design

at the initial stages itself, thus providing

much needed impetus and continuity to the

prestigious indigenous aircraft carrier con-

struction programme. 

Win-Win Situation For All
Besides the qualitative quantum jump to iaf, the MMrCa deal has the potential of not just rejuvenating the indigenous

aircraft carrier programme in real terms, but it even offers multiple options for multi-role carrier borne fighters for the

indian navy

Besides the performance and

cost, crucial issues like

access to technology, 

technology transfer, life-cycle

support through reliable

spares and maintenance,

product support, etc will 

be decisive factors in 

finalising the deal 

A French Navy’s RAFALE
fighter on the deck of USS
ROOSEVELT during JTFEX

2008-4 exercise in July 2008

PhotograPh: Dassault
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i
ndian naval ships Jalashwa and

Mysore set sail on february 26, 2011,

to evacuate indians stranded in libya.

inS Jalashwa, a landing platform dock

type of amphibious platform designed

for sea lift missions, is also capable of

undertaking humanitarian missions. inS

Mysore is a potent destroyer of the Delhi

class. The ships have been specially

equipped for the task with full medical

facilities such as operation theatre, doctors

and paramedics. The ships are also carrying

helicopters and a contingent of marine Spe-

cial forces personnel.

navies across the world have been

employed for evacuation operations on

numerous occasions. The evacuation could

consist of military or civilian personnel,

who would need to be evacuated for their

safety, in view of the fast deteriorating mil-

itary or security situation ashore. 

it may be recalled that in July 2006, dur-

ing operation Sukoon, the indian navy had

similarly evacuated over 2,500 indians, per-

sons of indian origin (Pio) and some foreign

nationals from lebanon following the war

between israel and the hezbollah.

Operation Sukoon
in 2006, operation Sukoon was  launched

by india to evacuate indians, nationals of

Sri lanka and nepal, lebanese nationals

with indian spouses, who were fleeing from

the 2006 lebanon war. Sukoon means relief

in urdu. it was the first part of a two part

sea-air bridge, the sea-bridge was per-

formed by the indian navy and the air-

bridge by air india.

hezbollah and israel went to war in July-

august 2006. hezbollah launched a cross-

border raid into israel in which 10 israeli

soldiers were killed and two of the soldiers

were captured to be used to bargain for the

release of lebanese prisoners in israel. israel

responded with an aerial and maritime

blockade and a massive bombing campaign

and ground invasion of lebanon. During the

war, numerous foreign nationals visiting

lebanon were caught up in the conflict. one

indian citizen was killed and three wounded

on July 21 in an israeli bombing attack.

at that point in time, four indian navy

warships were returning to india from the

Mediterranean after a goodwill visit. They

were ordered to return back just before they

were about to negotiate the Suez Canal to

assist in the evacuation. The ships were inS

Mumbai, inS Brahmaputra, inS Betwa and

the fleet tanker inS Shakti. This has been

touted as the largest post-independence

civilian-evacuation operation by the navy.

from lebanon, the ships took the evac-

uees to Cyprus from where chartered air

india flights formed the second part of the

air-sea bridge to fly them back to india. alto-

gether, a total of 2,280 people including 1,764

indians were evacuated. of the evacuees, 112

were Sri lankans, 64 were nepalis and seven

were lebanese with indian spouses.

inS Mumbai collected 1,495 of the total

evacuees, during three sorties on July 20,

23 and 26. The remaining evacuees were

picked-up by the frigates inS Brahmaputra

and inS Betwa (188 and 254 people respec-

tively), during a sortie carried out on July

23. inS Shakti, being a tanker and unarmed,

had not been deployed for the evacuation

sorties, since it was more vulnerable and

less manoeuvrable, but it was carrying

enough fuel and supplies to maintain the

other ships for at least a month.

PLA (Navy)
in response to the libyan crisis, China has

sent one of its most modern warships to

protect vessels extracting thousands of its

citizens from libya, in the Pla (navy)’s first

naval operation in the Mediterranean sea

and its first deployment of military hard-

ware in a civilian evacuation mission. The

Pla (navy) diverted the Xuzhou, a 4,000-

tonne missile frigate, from anti-piracy

patrols off the coast of Somalia and dis-

patched it to the libyan coast.

The Chinese Government has also sent

civilian ships and aircraft to evacuate about

half of the roughly 30,000 Chinese citizens

in libya amid escalating violence there. The

state-run Xinhua news agency has described

it as China’s biggest civilian evacuation oper-

ation. The evacuation reflects the mounting

pressure on Chinese Government to protect

the growing number of Chinese expatriates

living and working overseas, especially in

unstable regions where China is seeking sup-

plies of oil and other key raw materials to

feed its booming economy.

The Xuzhou’s deployment also illus-

trates the Chinese navy’s increasing capacity

to operate far beyond China’s own shores in

order to protect the country’s perceived

interests, including the security of its com-

merce and citizens. apart from boosting the

navy’s public image, the Xuzhou’s deploy-

ment could help it secure future funding,

particularly for a programme to develop air-

craft carriers, according to andrew erickson

and Gabe Collins of China Signpost, a web-

site providing analysis and policy recom-

mendations on China.

The two-year-old Xuzhou, armed with

weapons including hhQ-16 surface-to-air

missiles and carrying a Z-9 helicopter, was

one of the three Chinese ships taking part in

the joint international anti-piracy patrols in

the Gulf of aden. China’s participation in

Evacuating Nationals 
via Sea
all through the recent history, navies have been used by different countries for combatant and non-combatant 

evacuation operations, from the crisis-afflicted areas

PhotograPhS: Indian Navy

Operation Sukoon



those patrols, starting in January 2009, was

seen as a milestone in the country’s naval

development, as its warships had not

actively patrolled outside China’s own

waters before and had not visited the

african coast for several centuries.

however, evacuation operations by

navies are not restricted to safe outlet of

civilians alone. in view of a fast deteriorat-

ing military situation, navies may also be

employed for eviction of military personnel.

a classic case in this regard is the historic

evacuations from Dunkirk.

Dunkirk Evacuation
The Dunkirk evacuation, code-named oper-

ation Dynamo by the British, was the evac-

uation of allied soldiers from the beaches

and harbour of Dunkirk, france, between

May 26 and the early hours of June 3, 1940,

when British, french and Belgian troops

were cut off by the German army during

the Battle of Dunkirk in the world war ii.

The evacuation was ordered on May 26,

1940. in a speech to the house of Com-

mons, winston Churchill called the events

in france “a colossal military disaster”,

adding that “the whole root and core and

brain of the British army” had been

stranded at Dunkirk and seemed about to

perish or be captured. in his “we shall fight

on the beaches” speech, he hailed their res-

cue as a “miracle of deliverance”.

on the first day, only 7,010 men were

evacuated, but by the ninth day, a total of

3,38,226 soldiers (1,98,229 British and

1,39,997 french) had been rescued by the

hastily assembled fleet of 850 boats. Many

of the troops were able to embark from the

harbour’s protective area onto 42 British

destroyers and other large ships, while oth-

ers had to wade from the beaches toward

the ships, waiting for hours to board, shoul-

der-deep in water. others were ferried from

the beaches to the larger ships, and thou-

sands were carried back to Britain by the

famous little ships of Dunkirk—a flotilla of

around 700 merchant marine boats, fishing

boats, pleasure craft and royal national

lifeboat institution lifeboats, the smallest of

which was the 15 ft (4.6 m) fishing boat

Tamzine, now in the imperial war Museum,

the civilian crews were called into service for

the emergency. The miracle of the little ships

remains a prominent folk memory in Britain.

Distinct from a military pull out opera-

tion, a non-combatant evacuation operation

(neo) is an operation conducted to evacu-

ate a country’s civilians from another coun-

try, generally due to a deteriorating security

situation. The method of evacuation could

include sealift, airlift, or even by road. To

this end, it will be useful to get an overview

of one such classic operation conducted

during the Cold war.

Operation Frequent Wind 
operation frequent wind was the evacuation

by helicopter to the uS navy ships of amer-

ican civilians and ‘at-risk’ vietnamese from

Saigon, South vietnam, on april 29-30, 1975,

during the last days of the vietnam war.

More than 7,000 people were evacuated

from various points in Saigon and the airlift

left a number of enduring images.

Preparations for the airlift already

existed as a standard procedure for the uS

embassies. in the beginning of March, fixed-

wing aircraft began evacuating civilians

through neighbouring countries. By mid-

april, contingency plans were in place and

preparations were under way for a possible

helicopter evacuation. as the imminent col-

lapse of Saigon became evident, Task force

76 was assembled off the coast near vung

Tau to support a helicopter evacuation and

provide air support if required. air support

was not needed as the north vietnamese

recognised that interfering with the evacu-

ation could provoke a forceful reaction

from the uS forces.

The evacuation began in the afternoon

of april 29 and was completed that night

with only limited small arms damage to

the helicopters. The uS embassy, Saigon,

was soon overwhelmed with evacuees and

desperate South vietnamese. The evacua-

tion of the embassy was completed on

april 30 but some 400 third country

nationals were left behind.

with the collapse of South vietnam, an

unknown number of vietnam air force

(vnaf) helicopters flew out to the evacua-

tion fleet. helicopters began to clog ship

decks and eventually some were pushed

overboard to allow others to land. Pilots of

other helicopters were instructed to drop

their passengers and then take off and

ditch their birds in the sea, where they

would be rescued.

Evacuation Operations
all through the recent history, navies have

been used by different countries for com-

batant and non-combatant evacuation oper-

ations, from the crisis afflicted areas. This

role of the indian navy is especially critical

as the indian diaspora, an important con-

tributor to our economy, is spread in vari-

ous countries. further, the government has

accepted the responsibility of assisting

indian citizens in distress.

it is clear that the maritime interests and

objectives of an emerging india extend

throughout the indian ocean region and

beyond. for the indian navy to ensure pres-

ence on a regular basis in most areas of

interest, it is a prerequisite to have the capa-

bility to operate at prolonged distances from

our coast. Towards this end, major effort at

improving the reach is required. 
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A Glimpse
a two-day seminar on “Special forces: Challenges and opportunities” was organised by SP Guide Publications and 

the Centre for Joint warfare Studies (CenJowS)

A view of the rescued people waiting for
their turn outside an Indian Navy ship

1. Editor-in-Chief Jayant 
Baranwal with the Chief of Air

Staff and Chairman COSC, 
Air Chief Marshal P.V. Naik

2. Jayant Baranwal with Vice
Admiral D.K. Joshi, Chief of 

Integrated Defence Staff

3. Major General (Retd) 
K.B. Kapoor, Director, CENJOWS,

Vice Admiral D.K. Joshi, 
Air Chief Marshal P.V. Naik,

Jayant Baranwal and 
Lt. General (Retd) Amarjit Singh

Kalkat, Director Emeritus, 
CENJOWS

4. Attentive audience 
at the seminar 
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3

4
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STuDy By SToCKholM inTer-

naTional Peace research

institute (SiPri) has reported

that india has replaced China

as the world’s top weapons

importer for modernising its defence

forces. india received nine per cent of major

conventional weapons from 2006 to 2010,

ahead of China, South Korea and Pakistan.

The report further reveals that the world-

wide arms transfers in 2006-10 was 24 per

cent higher than in 2001-05 which was led

by the asia-Pacific region which imported

43 per cent of arms. it was followed by

europe at 21 per cent, the Middle east at 17

per cent and the americas at 12 per cent.

SiPri’s study is based on hard statistics but

if read between the lines, the modernisation

process of indian armed forces is not as

rosy as it is made out to be. india has bor-

der disputes with China and Pakistan and

there seems no solution in the near future.

add to this the problems of terrorism and

internal security, and the picture becomes

more dismal. The process of modernisation

has been very slow. acquisition of 126

medium multi-role combat aircraft

(MMrCa) by the indian air force is a des-

perate step to prevent the force level to fall

below critical levels (it is already down to

29 squadrons from the immediate require-

ment of about 40 squadrons which should

reach to 50 squadrons by 2032). artillery

modernisation plans have had endless slip-

pages and army air Defence has already

reached obsolescence. Many such examples

can be quoted to prove the fact that india

is way behind in its modernisation plans.

fortunately, india has finally realised the

importance of the blue water navy as a

strategic asset especially with the large

coast line. Thus the navy’s pace of moderni-

sation is almost on track. Statistics of SiPri

also include defensive systems and force

multipliers like awaCS, C130J hercules, C-

17 Globemaster, P-8i maritime patrol and

reconnaissance aircraft which are big ticket

acquisitions but do not add teeth to the

defence forces.

Defence Budget 2011-12
Presenting the union Budget 2011-12, the

finance Minister announced that “a provi-

sion of `1,64,415 crore has been made for

defence services which include rs 69,199

crore for capital expenditure. needless to

say, any further requirement for the coun-

try’s defence would be met”. The actual

allotment is `1,64,415.49 crore (about

$36.03 billion) which is a 11.6 per cent

increase from last year’s `1,47,000 crore

(about $32.6 billion). The increase is due to

the additional allocation of `17,071.49

crore over the previous budget with a break

up of `7,872.68 crore for revenue expendi-

ture and the remaining `9,198.81 for capital

expenditure. Thus the revenue budget has

grown by 9.01 per cent to `95,216.68 (about

$21 billion) and the capital budget by 15.33

per cent to `69,198.81 crore (about $15 bil-

lion). The revised estimates for 2010-11

were `1,51,582 crore and the present allot-

ment is an increase of `12,833 crore. This

implies that the Ministry of Defence over-

spent last year and the increase from pre-

vious year is over eight per cent. But the

picture will only be clear after the revised

estimates are released. in terms of GDP it

has fallen below two per cent. The break-

down is as follows: 

Revenue: `95,216.68 (an increase of about

nine per cent from last year’s `87,344 crore)

l indian army: `64,251.55 crore

l indian navy: `10,589.06 crore

l indian air force: `15,927.95 crore

l ordnance factories: `(-) 1,176.75 crore

l r&D: `5,624.87 crore 

revenue budget has increased due to

pay and allowances and also due to pro-

curement of stores, transportation, etc.

Capital: `69,198.81 crore (an increase of

about 15 per cent from last year’s `60,000

crore)

l indian army: `19,163.07 crore (about

$4.22 billion)

l indian navy (including naval fleet):

`14,657.83 crore (about $2.9 billion)

l indian air force: `30,223.83 crore

(about $6.82 billion)

l Defence research and Development

organisation (DrDo): `4,628.3 crore

(more than $1 billion)

while the indian army has been allotted

51 per cent, indian navy has got 15 per cent

and indian air force (iaf) 28 per cent of the

overall budget. out of this, iaf has got the

highest capital allocation with about 43 per

cent, army about 27 per cent and the navy

about 21 per cent. highest allocation has

been made to the air force keeping in mind

the finalisation of the MMrCa and the C-17

Globemaster contract. other big contracts

in the horizon are light helicopters for the

indian army and the iaf and ultra-light

howitzers for the indian army. apart from

new schemes, a portion of the capital

budget has to be kept for committed liabil-

ities. however, this is an ongoing process

and will not impinge into the funding of

any new project.

Indian Navy
Modernisation of indian navy is generally

on an even keel and is progressing well. at

present about 40 ships are under various

stages of construction at the defence ship-

yards. Major schemes like Scorpene subma-

rine, indigenous aircraft carrier project,

Project 17 stealth frigates and nuclear pow-

ered submarine, are all under construction.

Previous projects like P-8i, aircraft carrier

inS vikramaditya (ex admiral Gorshkov),

etc are already on the anvil. The construc-

tion of three follow-on Talwar class frigates

from russia is under way with delivery of

first ship in 2012 and the other two within

the next 12 months. Some of the future

major acquisitions are six conventional sub-

marines, light utility helicopters, four lPDs

and nine amphibious aircraft. The finance

Minister has already promised to provide

additional funds if required. 

Positive aspects: The redeeming aspect

of the defence budget is that it was not

affected by the government’s austerity

measures due to global economic melt-

down. in fact there is an actual increase of

11.6 per cent in the overall budget and a 15

per cent increase in the capital allocation.

The other aspect was that the Ministry of

Defence was able to spend the complete

budgetary allocation for two continuous

years. This has been done by placing orders

for indigenous projects like akash missile

system for the army and probably parking

hefty advances in the defence PSus. noth-

ing is wrong in that but it does indicate a

shade of desperation to spend the alloca-

tion when it could not be booked for other

more important acquisitions.

China: China has persistently followed

a two-digit growth in its defence budget

over the past two decades except last year

when it declined to 7.3 per cent mostly due

to the economic meltdown. This year, there

is a rise of 12.7 per cent to arrive at an allo-

cation of 601.1 billion yuan ($91.7 billion).

add to this the indirect inputs and the

budget arrives at a massive figure in line

with its global ambitions.

Pakistan: Pakistan’s current budget is

Pakistani rupee 442.2 billion (about $5.17

billion). This may not appear very large as

compared to india but considering the size

of the country and aid from the uS and

China, Pakistan’s defence budget can easily

meet its wish list. Pakistan plans a 10.26 per

cent compound annual growth rate for its

defence industry from 2009-15 to reach

$10.4 billion (`45,900 crore). Pakistan is also

expected to allocate three per cent of its GDP

for defence up to 2015. it has also received

an additional $7.6 billion (`33,600 crore) of

military aid from the uS for its contributions

towards the war on terror and is expected to

receive a further $9 billion (`39,700 crore)

till 2015. in addition, the uS has established

a Pakistan counter-insurgency fund of $1.2

billion (`5,300 crore) annually (from 2011

onwards, currently it is $700 million (`3,095

crore), to provide the Pakistani armed forces

with necessary defence systems and

counter-insurgency training. Part of this

fund can easily be diverted for weapon

acquisitions to be used against india.

Problem Areas
GDP: Considering the internal and external

environment and safeguarding its national

and economic interest, india needs to stick

to an allocation around three per cent of

GDP. if the GDP is growing, so is the cost of

weapons and india’s strategic needs. This

year it has dropped below two per cent.

Slow pace of modernisation: The

process of decision-making is very slow due

to bureaucratic red tape, involvement of

multiple agencies and complicated proce-

dures. The result is that the process

becomes ‘king’ and the end result is of no

consequence. adding to this is the lack of

transparency and corruption, resulting in a

recipe for non performance.

Delay in production by defence PSUs:

Typical government and union type of work

culture results in inordinate delays in pro-

duction. CaG has pointed out that due to

delayed production in defence shipyards,

indian navy’s fleet strength will fall to 61 per

cent for frigates, 44 per cent for Destroyers

and 20 per cent for Corvettes by 2012.

Public-private partnership: only lip

service is being paid to public-private part-

nership to boost indigenous defence indus-

try. Private sector needs to be given the

opportunity to participate as an equal

member with a helping hand provided by

the government in research and develop-

ment (r&D), training manpower and devel-

oping appropriate infrastructure

Foreign direct investment: The Depart-

ment of industrial Policy and Promotion has

circulated a discussion paper suggesting

raising the cap in the defence manufacturing

sector to 74 per cent or more from the exist-

ing 26 per cent. The matter is under inter-

ministerial consultations. increasing it step

by step will itself be a move forward to boost

the private industry in the defence sector. 

Defence Allocation Up
The allotment of `1,64,415.49 crore for the defence services is a 11.6 per cent rise from last year’s `1,47,000 crore.

while the indian army has been allotted 51 per cent, indian navy has got 15 per cent and the iaf 28 per cent of the

overall budget.

Revenue: `95,216.68 (an increase of about nine per cent from 
last year’s `87,344 crore)

Capital: `69,198.81 crore (an increase of about 15 per cent from 
last year’s `60,000 crore)

Indian Army Indian Navy Indian Air Force Ordnance Factories R&D

(` in crore)
64,251.55

10,589.06

15,927.95

-1,176.75

5,624.87

Indian Army Indian Navy Indian Air Force DRDO

(` in crore)

19,163.07

Source: Union Budget 2011-12

14,657.83

30,223.83

4,628.3
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SP’s Naval Forces (SP’s): Can you elaborate on the

special features of E-2D—the latest version of Hawk-

eye programme? How different it is compared to its

predecessors?

James Culmo (Culmo): Through the years, the e-

2 hawkeye has undergone several configu-

ration upgrades. Building on this legacy of

providing world-class airborne early warning

and control capability, the e-2D advanced

hawkeye features completely redesigned air-

craft systems, a state-of-the-art aPy-9 radar

and a new glass cockpit. all e-2Ds are newly

manufactured aircraft based on a proven air-

frame in a proven platform which is capable

of both long-range shore operations and car-

rier-based operations as well. evolving the

mission sensors with new technologies and

capabilities affordably brought a new, state-

of-the-art system without having all the chal-

lenges of designing a new platform.

The e-2D’s upgraded systems and capa-

bilities advance the mission and provide a

seamless stream of information between the

key assets of the fleet. The aPy-9 radar,

exclusive to the e-2D, has the capability to

“see” greater numbers of smaller targets at

a greater range. 

The aPy-9 was specifically designed for

Cruise Missile Defense (CMD) and integra-

tion into the uS navy’s naval integrated fire

Control—counter air architecture. The state-

of-the-art radar with a two-generation leap

in capability will provide the most techno-

logically advanced command and control

capability in the world, with the ability to

collect data and supply information to naval

and joint forces well ahead of engagement.

The e-2D is capable of synthesising

information from multiple onboard and off-

board sensors, making complex tactical

decisions and disseminating actionable

information to joint forces in a distributed,

open-architecture environment.

The new rotodome allows for three

modes of operation including an electroni-

cally scanned array. The advanced hawkeye

provides critically important, continuous,

360-degree scanning, while allowing the

operator to focus on select areas of interest.

The most noticeable change in the air-

craft is the glass cockpit. The 17-inch liq-

uid crystal display panels provide the

co-pilot the ability to become a fourth tac-

tical operator when not actively engaged in

flying the aircraft.

The new commercial-off-the-shelf-based

mission computer allows for rapid tech

insertion and upgraded aircraft systems

that will improve supportability and

increase readiness.

SP’s: Why is E-2D called game changer?

Culmo: The e-2D is a game changer because

it is bringing new sensor, command and

control, and integration capabilities to the

fleet, revolutionising the way aew&C and

BMC2 platforms will be used. it acts as a

force multiplier, making friendly forces

even more effective. it will change the way

the battle is fought providing information

dominance for the operator. 

SP’s: What has been the operational track record of

the Hawkeye since its inception?

Culmo: The e-2 hawkeye took its maiden

flight in october 1960 and entered service

with the uS navy in 1964. it has been in the

service of air forces and navies around the

world for over 25 years. The hawkeye has

supported these forces whenever the need

has arisen and is considered by the uS navy

as an absolutely essential platform in sup-

port of current operations in both iraq and

afghanistan. as a multi-mission platform,

the e-2 hawkeye provides commanders sit-

uational awareness they require during bat-

tle as well as peacetime missions, such as

humanitarian relief efforts. 

SP’s: What kind of operational success Hawkeye

enjoys in the US and which are the other customer

countries?

Culmo: There have been 205 new production

e-2 hawkeyes manufactured and delivered

to the uS navy and our international allies.

The uS navy currently operates 66 e-2C

hawkeye aircraft. e-2 hawkeyes are also

operated by the Japanese, egyptian, Tai-

wanese and Singaporean air forces as well

as the french navy. 

we have a variety of current and new

international customers interested in bring-

ing the e-2D’s capability to their country. we

would expect our international customers to

take advantage of the production capabili-

ties and economies of scale that we have in

place in St. augustine, florida, and closely

align their delivery decisions once the uS

navy has completed its operational evalua-

tion. Questions regarding the specifics of the

export configuration would be based upon

the specific requirements and export

licences of the individual countries.

SP’s: Is E-2D fully operational?  Has this been

deployed by the US Navy?

Culmo: Since taking its maiden flight on

august 3, 2007, the e-2D advanced hawkeye

programme has consistently met or

exceeded all key programme milestones. The

e-2D is nearing the completion of its initial

developmental flight test and has recently

conducted its first carrier landings aboard

the uSS harry Truman. There are four e-2Ds

continuing flight testing with the uS navy. in

July 2010, the uS navy took delivery of the

first fleet aircraft which is currently being

utilised as an aircrew and maintainer train-

ing platform. The programme is on track for

initial operational test and evaluation,

scheduled for 2013 with initial operational

capability scheduled in 2015.

SP’s: What kind of contribution E-2D will make

towards the global objectives of the US operators?

Culmo: in addition to performing the current

e-2C roles more efficiently and at longer

ranges, the advanced hawkeye will also be

the central node in the uS navy’s emerging

network-centric warfare concept. 

SP’s: Does the E-2D Hawkeye have AESA radar

mounted on top of the fuselage or is it still equipped

with conventional radar with mechanically rotating

antenna?

Culmo: The aPy-9 radar has an electronically

scanned antenna (eSa), and has the capabil-

ity to “see” greater numbers of smaller tar-

gets at a greater range. The aPy-9 was

specifically designed for cruise missile

defence (CMD) and integration into the uS

navy’s naval integrated fire Control—

counter air architecture. The state-of-the-

art radar with a two-generation leap in

capability will provide the most technolog-

ically advanced command and control capa-

bility in the world, with the ability to collect

data and supply information to naval and

‘We fully intend to
partner with Indian
industry while 
making the 
E-2D programme’
northrop Grumman’s e-2D is a game changer bringing new sensor, command and control, and integration capabilities 

to the fleet, revolutionising the way aew&C and BMC2 platforms will be used. James Culmo, Vice President, Airborne

Early Warning/Battle Management Programmes, Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems in an interview with 

SP’s Naval Forces outlined the features of the latest version of the hawkeye programme. 

PhotograPh: Northrop grumman
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joint forces well ahead of engagement.

The new rotodome allows for three

modes of operation including an electroni-

cally scanned array. The advanced hawkeye

provides critically important, continuous

360-degree scanning, while allowing the

operator to focus on select areas of interest.

SP’s: What are Northrop Grumman’s plans for further

development of the E-2D Hawkeye in the distant

future?

Culmo: in partnership with our uS navy cus-

tomer, the e-2D has a continued growth path

and technology insertion plan as has been

done with the current e-2C fleet. Several key

areas of future focus include, in-flight refu-

elling, extended range fuel tanks and contin-

ued evolution of sensors and systems. 

SP’s: We believe E-2D is being proposed to Indian

Navy. What kind of response/impression has the

Indian Navy conveyed to Northrop Grumman in this

context? 

Culmo: last summer, the indian navy issued

a request for information (rfi) for carrier

based aew&C aircraft which northrop

Grumman responded to. we are in dialogue

with the indian navy on their requirements.

SP’s: What all missions’ capabilities E-2D proposes to

contribute towards the objectives of Indian Navy?

Culmo: The uS navy and indian navy share

many similar mission requirements in the

maritime environment, and as such, we

expect that the advanced hawkeye will con-

tinue to be of interest to the indian navy.

SP’s: Has the US Government formally cleared the pro-

posed sale of E-2D to the Indian Navy?

Culmo: The e-2D has been approved for

export to the indian navy. 

SP’s: Do you foresee any issues pertaining to opera-

tional  compatibility between E-2D Hawkeye and MiG-

29K of Russian origin operating from the new Russian

aircraft carrier to be inducted in the near future by

Indian Navy?

Culmo: with the required communications

suite, there should be no interoperability

issues between e-2D and MiG-29K.

SP’s: Would the Indian aircraft carrier require any spe-

cial features or modifications for the E-2D Hawkeye

to operate from its deck?

Culmo: in the current configuration of e-2D,

the indian carrier design would require

installation of a catapult compatible with

the advanced hawkeye. The e-2D, however,

is capable of supporting the existing indian

carrier fleet from shore bases as the indian

navy resolves its carrier requirements for

future carriers, which according to reports

is what the indian navy is considering. 

SP’s: Have the navies of the US and India ever carried

out a joint exercise involving the employment of the

Hawkeye AEW platform and if so with what results?

Culmo: The uS and indian navy have con-

ducted annual exercises for many years and

occasionally the uS navy incorporates e-2

operations in these exercises. 

SP’s: What kind of commitment Northrop Grumman

would like to convey to Indian Navy in the event the

E-2D Hawkeye is selected by India?

Culmo: northrop Grumman has a strong

relationship with india, going back many

decades. it is built on a legacy of trust and

performance. our desire is to support

existing and future programmes with the

indian armed forces, and we fully intend

to partner with indian industry while 

making the e-2 programme, as well as 

others, successful for the life of the 

programme. 

SP’s

READ SP’s NAVALFORCES 
MAGAZINE AS eBOOK!

WATCH EXCITING 
VIDEO FOOTAGES! 

BROWSE LATEST
NEWS UPDATES!

SEE THE LATEST PHOTOS JOIN US ON

SHOULD THE DEPLETED SUBMARINE STRENGTH
ISSUE BE ADDRESSED ON PRIORITY?

Yes    No    Don’t Know

Join the poll & comment

source: Northrop Grumman NoN TechNical daTa, approved for public release

Advanced Hawkeye Configuration
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S ParT of The anniverSary

CeleBraTionS of the national

Maritime foundation (nMf), a

series of annual Maritime

Power Conference was

launched on february 16, 2006. Since then

six conferences have been held at india

habitat Centre, new Delhi. The conference

on “Maritime Dimensions of the new world

order” was organised on february 16 and

17, 2006; “freedom of the Seas: a Contem-

porary outlook” on february 13-14, 2007;

“Contemporary Transnational Challenges-

international Connectivity” on february 14-

15, 2008; “Port Sector: Developments and

Security” on february 18-19, 2009; “aircraft

Carriers in the early 21st Century” on feb-

ruary 10-11, 2010; and “Submarine opera-

tions: Strategies for the 21st Century” was

organised on february 16-17, 2011.

The sixth edition of the annual event

was an international conference on “Subma-

rine operations: Strategies for the 21st Cen-

tury” organised with the aim to bring

together professionals and to provide a

meeting ground for the growing number of

submarine owning navies and other entities

involved with submarine construction,

maintenance and operations. The pro-

nounced objectives of the conference were

submarine operations experience; futuristic

submarine construction including a discus-

sion on concepts of mission modularity, life

time modularity and costs; emerging tech-

nologies trends with respect to weapons,

sensors and communications; role of sub-

marines in joint operations; merits/demer-

its and modalities of integrating

submarines into the C4iSr network; syn-

ergy between Special forces and sub-

marines; submarine radiated noise and

signature management; aspects related to

submarine search and rescue; relevance of

non-nuclear submarines; and role of sub-

marines in low intensity maritime opera-

tions scenario and countering of

asymmetric threats.

in his inaugural address, admiral nir-

mal verma, Chief of the naval Staff (CnS)

observed, “it seems abundantly clear as we

step into the second decade of the 21st cen-

tury that submarines continue to remain

vital elements of the military and security

strategies of many nations and an impor-

tant component of international security

calculus. This is despite the fundamental

changes to the strategic environment in the

past two decades, the overall threat percep-

tion in various parts of the world, and the

emergence of new challenges the world

over that we term unconventional threats.

it is logical, therefore, to assume that the

strategies for submarine operations will

continue to be driven by the overall geopo-

litical and military strategies of nations.

Submarines continue to provide unique

capabilities and inherent advantages to the

arsenals of those that possess them.” 

Many modern navies operate only con-

ventional submarines, some major subma-

rine operating navies started with

conventional platforms but later opted to

operate only nuclear submarines. Perhaps

the planning dilemma of achieving the right

force-mix would need an indigenous solu-

tion for each navy. The CnS elaborated that

the “indian navy envisages the utility of

submarines not only for littoral operations,

but also for sea-based deterrence and a

fleet support role. Therefore, our subma-

rine force structure would be an appropri-

ate mix of conventional and nuclear

submarines, and our future building and

operating strategies will reflect this reality.

we have been operating submarines for

over 40 years and are now enhancing our

capacity to build submarines. with the

launch of the arihant and the rolling out of

the Scorpene production line, we have

made further progress on the path of self-

reliance. in the coming decades, we hope to

have developed a vibrant submarine build-

ing programme. Given the strategic impor-

tance of this field, it is important for us to

strengthen indigenous capabilities to

design and build submarines and become

self-reliant in doing so.”

The conference comprising seven ses-

sions elicited enthusiastic response and

participation from 11 navies of the world. 

while making a presentation on “Con-

ventional Submarines in future Conflict”,

rear admiral (retd) raja Menon highlighted

that there are 36 submarine operating

navies in the world. of these, five operate

nuclear submarines. The sixth, india, will

also have nuclear boats shortly. of the five

nuclear navies, China and russia have con-

siderable number of conventional sub-

marines. The remaining 31 navies exhibit

wide divergences on what they hope to

achieve with conventional boats. This is dis-

cernible from the number of submarines

they own, which vary from a minimum of

two to a maximum of 65. Clearly, navies

that own two submarines are not playing

any strategic game. on the other hand,

China, with 65 boats is more feared for its

nuclear submarines. Despite the many

doubts that appear on the nature, duration

and objectives of conventional war at sea,

in the days of wide band net connectivity,

navies are still relying on conventional sub-

marines to perform a number of roles, chief

among which are the roles of a warship to

be deployed against other warships and

submarines. Some navies have found roles

of delivering ordnance against the shore.

rear admiral osvaldo Schwarzenberg,

C-in-C, Submarine forces, Chilean navy,

forthrightly shared the experiences on

“operational exploitation of Scropene Sub-

marines” by Chilean navy. During the same

session, Commodore P.J. Sudhir, CoMCoS

(west) presented a most enlightening paper

on “Communication with Dived Sub-

marines” which has remained a major chal-

lenge for all submarine operating navies. it

was followed by a presentation on “Conven-

tional Submarines in open ocean warfare”

by Captain Gordon andrew, australian

navy. he outlined how submarines con-

tribute to a maritime strategy as part of a

balanced naval force and approached the

theme from a number of different direc-

tions, beginning with the australian per-

spective and its generic geostrategic

importance in any region on the utility of

submarines. 

vice admiral (retd) r.n. Ganesh spoke

about “Submarines in the indian Strategic

Calculus”. he reiterated that with the

changing global situation, india has period-

ically reviewed and refined its strategic pos-

ture and with changes in strategic

perceptions there has been an evolution in

the place of the submarine as a factor in the

strategic calculus. he traced the place of the

submarine in india’s strategy from early

realisation of its tactical efficiency and cost

effectiveness to the realisation of the need

for speed, endurance and firepower of the

nuclear attack submarine; the need for net-

working and land attack capability with

changes in modern strategic concepts; and

finally the choice of the nuclear ballistic

missile submarine as the ultimate guaran-

tor of india’s retaliatory capability to

emerge as a major stabilising force in the

region. The submarine has evolved as a cru-

cial factor in the indian strategic calculus. 

Commander Jens nykvist rSwn, Com-

manding officer (acting), 1st Submarine

flotilla, made an excellent presentation on

Swedish submarine force in the 21st cen-

tury. he pointed out that factoring in the

core disadvantage of the conventional

diesel electric submarine saddled with

restricted endurance of the main batteries,

the Swedish navy has settled for air inde-

pendent propulsion (aiP), Stirling engine

installed on all submarines to enhance the

submerged endurance. likewise, Sweden

has also laid considerable emphasis on

building submarine rescue capability to

combat treacherous conditions in Baltic Sea

and adjoining areas.

Captain Caio renaud, Brazilian navy,

articulated his views on submarine opera-

tions strategy for the 21st century. Consid-

ering a vast coastline and exclusive

economic zone of approximately 4.5 million

square kilometres (the Blue amazon), the

Brazilian navy’s force structure is com-

posed of both conventional and nuclear

submarines to augment sea-denial capabil-

ity and to be an integral part of joint theatre

level operations. This session also included

an excellent account of futuristic aSw envi-

ronment by Captain itsuya Toyoma, JMSDf,

Japan, as also advances in submarine train-

ing by Captain John e. weyne, netherlands.

The session on “Submarine rescue and

Safety” included highly enlightening pre-

sentations on “advances in Submarine

Technology” by rear admiral Simon lister,

uK; “Delivering fly away Submarine rescue

Capability” by Benjamin Sharples, uK, and

“advanced Concepts in Submarine Safety”

by Dr Thomas langer.

The session on “nuclear Submarine

operations” had professional expositions on

“advances in nuclear Submarine P ro-

pulsion” by rear admiral Michael J. Connor

from uSa; “are SSBns a Decisive nuclear

Deterrence?” by Captain 1st rank Grigory 

v. Pivovar, russia; and “role of SSBn in Mod-

ern warfare” by Captain 2nd rank veniamin

y. alexandrov, russia.

Through impassioned articulations and

extensive interaction, which went on for

two days, the charter was comprehensively

realised and the annual conference

emerged as an unparallel success.  

Submarine Operating Strategies
Speaking at a seminar organised on the sixth anniversary of the national Maritime foundation, Chief of naval Staff

admiral nirmal verma said that the indian navy envisages the utility of submarines not only for littoral operations, 

but also for sea-based deterrence and a fleet support role, and therefore our submarine force structure would be an

appropriate mix of conventional and nuclear submarines

Through impassioned articu-

lations and extensive interac-

tion, which went on for two

days, the charter was com-

prehensively realised and the

annual conference emerged

as an unparallel success

PhotograPh: Indian Navy

Chief of Naval Staff Admiral
Nirmal Verma addressing 
the conference  



N
ow here’s a submarine which can take you to

the deepest point of the oceans, anywhere in

the world. The virgin oceanic submarine is a

transformational technological advance in submarine

economics and performance. The submarine provides

the currently unequalled capability to take people to

any depth in the oceans. it utilises the latest in com-

posite technology and a completely unique flying

wing to fly within the ocean environment. The sub-

marine is many times less expensive to manufacture

and operate than any of its less capable counterparts

and is in harmony with its environment.

The vehicle is a design made from 8,000 pounds

of carbon fibre and titanium. The pressure at the bot-

tom of the deepest trench is over 1,000 atmos-

pheres—the quartz dome alone is less than 13 million

pounds of pressure, the weight of 3 space shuttles. 

The submarine has an operating depth of 37,000

ft (about 10 km) and is capable of operating for 24

hours unaided. once fully descended, the subma-

rine’s hydroplanes (the equivalent of wings for sub-

marines) and thrusters will allow it to ‘fly’ up to 10

km over the ocean floor whilst collecting video and

data, something submersibles could only dream of. 

The craft will cruise at a maximum of three knots

and can dive 350 feet per minute. at that speed, a

dive to the bottom of the Marianna trench and back

is estimated to take about five hours. 

F I r s t  /  t e c K N o W
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T
he Picador vertical take-off (vTol) and landing

unmanned aerial vehicle (uav) provides compre-

hensive situational awareness to marine and

armed forces. Carrying multiple sensors and payloads,

the Picador is capable of performing intelligence, sur-

veillance, target acquisition, and reconnaissance

(iSTar) mission in its opePicador ver-

tical take-off zone.

The vTol uav’s main features

include multiple sensor operation,

maritime radar, communications

intelligence (CoMMinT), electronic

intelligence (elinT); automatic verti-

cal take-off and landing;

autonomous mission programming;

GPS/iMu navigation (operational in a

denied GPS environment); camera

guided flight, etc.   

The Picador has a ground control station (GCS)

featuring real-time control hardware and software

that enables fail-safe flight operation and user-

friendly interface for route planning, choice of opera-

tional modes, payload control and target localisation,

independent reception in the battlefield, and allows

direct control over the payload. it

uses an advanced, multi-channel data

link system and all its sub-systems

are controlled by aeronautics’state-

of-the-art digital flight control sys-

tem. The Picador interfaces with a

variety of payloads, including eo/ir

payloads with a laser pointer or des-

ignator, maritime or Sar radars,

communication relays, elinT, 

SiGinT, and additional sensors and

payloads. 

Safe Flight
The vertical take-off and landing uav
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Specifications 

Length: 6.58 m

Height: 2.58 m

Width: 2 m

MTOW: 700 kg

Payload weight: 180 kg

Endurance: 5-8 hours

Operational range: 200 km

F I R S T

Diving Deep
The virgin oceanic submarine can dive 350 feet per minute 

l Vice Admiral D.K. Joshi, Chief of integrated Staff to 

CoSC has been appointed as the flag officer Commanding-

in-Chief, western naval Command, with effect from 

May 1, 2011.

l Rear Admiral V. Shankar, Chief instructor (navy), Defence

Services Staff College, wellington has been appointed as

flag officer, offshore Defence advisory Group.

l Rear Admiral P.K. Nair, assistant Controller, Carrier 

Project & assistant Controller, warship Production & 

acquisition, has been appointed as Chief instructor (navy),

Defence Services Staff College, wellington.

l Rear Admiral Kapil Gupta, Deputy Commandant, indian

naval academy, has been appointed as assistant 

Controller, Carrier Project & assistant Controller, warship

Production & acquisition.

l Rear Admiral L.V.S. Babu, flag officer, offshore Defence

advisory Group has been appointed as Deputy Comman-

dant, indian naval academy.

 l Rear Admiral Sunil Lanba, flag officer, Maharashtra &

Gujarat area, on promotion to vice admiral has been

appointed as Chief of Staff, eastern naval Command.

l Rear Admiral K.B. Singh, Chief of Staff, eastern naval 

Command, has been appointed as Chief of Staff, 

andaman & nicobar Command.

l   Rear Admiral R.K. Pattanaik, flag officer Commanding,

western fleet, has been appointed as flag officer, 

Doctrine & Concepts.

l Rear Admiral P. Murugesan, flag officer Commanding,

eastern fleet, has been appointed as assistant Chief of

naval Staff (foreign Cooperation & intelligence).

l Rear Admiral Girish Luthra, assistant Chief of naval Staff

(Policy & Plans), has been appointed as flag officer 

Commanding, western fleet.

l Rear Admiral H.C.S. Bisht, flag officer, Sea Training, has

been appointed as flag officer Commanding, eastern fleet.

l Rear Admiral Bimal K. Verma, flag officer, Doctrine &

Concepts has been appointed as flag officer, Maharashtra

& Gujarat area.

l Rear Admiral Anil Chawla, assistant Chief of naval Staff

(foreign Cooperation & intelligence), has been appointed as

assistant Chief of naval Staff  (Policy & Plans).

l Rear Admiral R.K. Shrawat, admiral Superintendent, naval

Dockyard, Mumbai has been appointed as Director General,

weapons & electronic Systems engineering establishment.

l Rear Admiral V.K. Namballa, admiral Superintendent,

naval Dockyard, visakhapatnam has been appointed as

Director General, naval Project, visakhapatnam.

l Rear Admiral K.R. Nair, assistant Chief of Material 

(information Technology & Systems) has been appointed as

admiral Superintendent, naval Dockyard, visakhapatnam.

l Rear Admiral A.V. Subedar, Chief Staff officer (Technical),

eastern naval Command, has been appointed admiral

Superintendent, naval Dockyard, Mumbai.

l Rear Admiral A.K. Bahl, Director General, weapons & 

electronic Systems engineering establishment, has been

appointed assistant Chief of Material (information 

Technology & Systems).

l Rear Admiral S. Mittal, Director General, naval Design

(Submarine Design Group) has been appointed as Chief

Staff officer (Technical), eastern naval Command.

l Rear Admiral K.O. Thakre, Director General, Project 75,

has been appointed as Director, Defence Machinery 

Development establishment.

l Commodore D.M. Deshpande, officer on Special Duty with

Chief of Material, on promotion to rear admiral has been

appointed as Director General, Project 75.

l Commodore J.S. Mann, officer on Special Duty, on 

promotion to rear admiral has been appointed as 

Project Director, aTvP.

l Surgeon Commodore Nirmala Kannan, on promotion to

Surgeon rear admiral, has been appointed as Chief Medical

officer, Southern naval Command.

>> APPOINTMENTS
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SINGAPORE AND INDIAN NAVy CONDUCT
MARITIME EXERCISE 

The republic of Singapore navy (rSn) and

the indian navy conducted the annual Sin-

gapore indian Maritime Bilateral exercise

(SiMBeX) from March 18-25, 2011. hosted

by Singapore, this year’s exercise was the

18th in the series of bilateral exercise held

since 1994. The exercise comprised of a

shore phase, held at the Changi naval Base

and a sea phase carried out in the South

China Sea. indian navy and rSn conducted

advanced naval warfare training involving

air, surface and sub-surface dimensions,

with the objective of enhancing the inter-

operability and mutual understanding

between the two navies. The rSn partici-

pated with three frigates, a missile corvette,

a submarine and a maritime patrol aircraft,

while the republic of Singapore air force

deployed fighter aircraft for the exercise.

indian navy took part with three destroy-

ers, a corvette, a fleet tanker as well as a

maritime patrol aircraft. 

HyDROIND 2011

hyDroinD 2011, an international hydro-

graphic seminar-cum-exhibition, was inau-

gurated by Defence Minister a.K. antony on

March 3. while inaugurating the seminar, the

Minister said that there is a need to initiate

a discussion with all the stakeholders to

develop a framework (could include threats

from pirates, terrorists, arms dealers and

other proliferators) for enhancing maritime

security in the region and beyond. During

the keynote address, Chief of naval Staff

admiral nirmal verma made a striking

observation of how the very nature of

today’s mercantile marine symbolises glob-

alisation and interconnectedness and makes

hydrographic services an element of com-

mon purpose. 

NAVANTIA LAUNCHES FOURTH BAM SHIP

San fernando-Puerto real shipyard has

launched “Tornado,” the fourth Buque de

accion Maritima (BaM, or maritime action

ship) for the Spanish navy. The ceremony

was attended by many dignitaries. This ves-

sel is the fourth in the initial batch of four

BaM that navantia is building for the Span-

ish navy and is to be delivered by mid-

2012. Some of its key features are length

93.90 m, maximum speed of 20.5 kts, range

of (at 15 knots) 12,800 km and crew of 35. 

COAST GUARD STATION RATNAGIRI 
COMMISSIONED 

The indian Coast Guard Station (iCGS) at

ratnagiri in Maharashtra was commis-

sioned by vice admiral anil Chopra, Direc-

tor General Coast Guard, on March 26.

inspector General S.P.S. Basra, Commander

Coast Guard region (west), was also pres-

ent. iCGS ratnagiri will function under the

administrative and operational control of

the Commander, Coast Guard region (west)

and Commandant B.h. Kumbhare has been

appointed as the first Commanding officer

of the station. The new CG station at ratna-

giri will play an effective role in undertak-

ing joint coastal patrol along with State

Police, Customs and fisheries Department

to counter maritime security threats. one

more station at Dahanu has been planned

for establishment in the state of Maharash-

tra in the current year. in addition, setting

up of a Coast Guard air Station at ratnagiri

is also on the anvil. 

COAST GUARD SHIPS C-150 AND 
C-151 COMMISSIONED

indian Coast Guard Ships C-150 and C-151

were commissioned by vice admiral anil

Chopra, Director General Coast Guard, at an

impressive ceremony in Kochi. The two

ships are the eighth and ninth of the 11

interceptor Boat (iB) class, designed and

built indigenously by aBG Shipyard, Surat.

They are fitted with ultra-modern naviga-

tional and communication equipment, and

will be deployed for enhancing the close

coast surveillance capability of indian Coast

Guard. The 28-metre ships displace 90

tonnes each and have an endurance of 500

nautical miles with an economical speed of

25 knots and a maximum speed of 45 knots

for responding to urgent calls at sea. in

addition to small arms, the iBs are fitted

with 12.7mm ‘Prahari’ heavy machine gun. 

FLIR SySTEMS WINS UAE CONTRACT 
flir Systems has announced that it has

teamed up with Sonardyne international

ltd on a substantial multimillion-dollar

project in the uae. The companies, with

flir as the project leader, will provide a

commercial-off-the shelf, integrated peri-

meter and coastal protection solution for a

key coastal facility. The installed Com-

mandSpace solution will provide multi-

dimensional, wide area surveillance above

and below the water line for comprehensive

perimeter security. under the contract, flir

will provide ground surveillance radars as

well as thermal and CCD images. Sonardyne

will provide Sentinel iDS intruder detection

sonar. as with all flir CommandSpace

solutions, the entire system will be seam-

lessly integrated via the flir command and

control software platform to display radar,

sonar and optical data onto a single com-

mon operating picture. 

DCNS WINS CONTRACT

a contract worth €20 million (about $42.3

million) has been signed with the Direction

Générale de l’armement, the french

defence procurement agency, covers in-ser-

vice support of french navy Mu90 torpe-

does for four years. More than 60 per cent

of the contract work will be carried out by

DCnS, a member of the eurotorp consor-

tium, with waSS (subsidiary of the italian

finmeccanica group) and Thales. 

PAK NAVy SEEKS APPROVAL FOR 
CHINESE SUBMARINES 
Pakistan’s Defence Ministry has asked the

federal cabinet to approve the purchase of

conventional Chinese submarines to counter

emerging threats that the country faces. The

acquisition of the Chinese vessels will pave

the way for joint development of conven-

tional submarines. a “mutually agreed draft

protocol” is to be signed between the Pak-

istan navy and the relevant Chinese depart-

ment as a first step towards the joint

development of conventional submarines. 

LOCKHEED MARTIN COMPLETES 
C4ISR DELIVERy 
lockheed Martin has delivered the ninth

and final command, control, communica-

tions, computing, intelligence, surveillance

and reconnaissance (C4iSr) mission system

pallet for the uS Coast Guard’s medium-

range surveillance (MrS) aircraft. This

marks the completion of a $41 million con-

tract. The C4iSr mission system pallets

have roll-on/roll-off capability that gives

the MrS fleet the flexibility to accomplish

multiple missions. The pallet provides the

aircraft with real-time situational aware-

ness, improved surveillance, mission data

recording and enhanced secure data

encryption capabilities needed for search

and rescue, drug interdiction and other

national security missions. By removing the

pallet, the aircraft have the cargo capacity

necessary for humanitarian relief and evac-

uation missions. 

NORTHROP GRUMMAN HOLDS CDR

Critical design review (CDr) has been car-

ried out by the northrop Grumman Corpo-

ration’s MQ-4C broad area maritime

surveillance unmanned aircraft system

(BaMS uaS) programme with the uS navy.

The MQ-4C system CDr, which was pre-

ceded by 10 sub-system and segment CDrs,

sets the initial product baseline for the MQ-

4C system. The government and northrop

Grumman teams will be working to close

out action items which were generated at

the review to officially close CDr. The MQ-

4C BaMS uaS air vehicle is a marinised ver-

sion of the uS air force rQ-4B Global hawk.

it is a versatile maritime intelligence, sur-

News in Brief

INDIAN NAVy’S COBRAS MARK GOLDEN JUBILEE 
indian naval air Squadron (inaS) 310, CoBras—marked its Golden Jubilee on March

21 in a grand function in inS hansa, Goa. More than 100 veterans mingled with the

squadron crew, greeted each other and reminisced of operations over 50 years, with

two different aircraft types four different specialisations (anti-submarine warfare, mar-

itime reconnaissance, information warfare, para dropping) and an operational area that

had spanned from Mediterranean Sea to the Pacific and from Jammu and Kashmir to

Kanyakumari, and rajasthan to Bangladesh. inS hansa put up an impressive air display

on the occasion. The occasion was also marked with the indian navy sky diving team

launching itself from the squadron’s Para Dornier. later in the evening a special cover

and a coffee table book were released by Chief Minister of Goa Digambar Kamat, in the

presence of admiral nirmal verma, the Chief of naval Staff. 
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veillance and reconnaissance aircraft sys-

tem that will perform maritime missions

independently or in direct collaboration

with fleet assets. 

HMS BULWARK REJOINS THE FLEET
The royal navy amphibious landing ship

hMS Bulwark has returned to the royal

navy’s operational fleet and is ready for

any tasking worldwide. The ship under-

went a £30 million (about $49 million)

upgradation and maintenance carried out

by Babcock on time and within budget.

This was the ship’s first docking period

since been formally commissioned into the

royal navy in april 2005. hMS Bulwark

now has improved aviation facilities and

upgrades to the floodable dock to float

landing craft in and out, including full tac-

tical night-vision capability for her landing

craft and aircraft. hMS Bulwark is one of

the royal navy’s two assault command

and control ships. up to 200 marines can

be carried in dedicated accommodation for

long periods and another 500 in austere

conditions for short periods. her flight

deck can accommodate two Chinook or

two Merlin helicopters. 

MARINETTE MARINE BREAKS GROUND
FOR NEW FACILITy 
Marinette Marine Corporation, a member of

the lockheed Martin-led littoral combat

ship (lCS) industry team, broke ground for

a new panel-line fabrication building to

support construction of the uS navy’s lCS.

The new building will improve the first

stage of ship construction at Marinette

Marine and decrease ship module travel

distance throughout the lCS construction

process. These investments are part of a

five-year $100 million plan by the ship-

yard’s parent company, fincantieri, to

modernise its uS shipbuilding operations.

Marinette Marine and lockheed Martin con-

structed and launched the nation’s first

lCS, uSS freedom. 

PENTAGON ANNOUNCES CONTRACT 
Swiftships Shipbuilders, llC, has been

awarded a $42,181,000 modification to pre-

viously awarded contract for the detail

design and construction of three 35-metre

patrol boats, with an option for three addi-

tional 35-metre patrol boats and associated

technical services for the iraqi navy. This

contract modification includes options,

which if exercised, would bring the cumu-

lative value of this contract modification to

$83,479,000.The work is expected to be

completed by august 2012. 

BARRACUDA PROGRAMME: 
DCNS COMPLETES FIRST HULL SECTION 
The first hull section of the Duguay-

Trouin, the second in class of the Bar-

racuda type nuclear-powered attack

submarine, has left the prefabrication hall

at DCnS’s Cherbourg centre. This first pro-

duction milestone was achieved on sched-

ule and is highly symbolic, as with the first

hull section the submarine begins to take

on its physical shape. The Barracuda pro-

gramme, led by the french Defence Pro-

curement agency, calls for delivery of six

submarines between 2017 and 2028. 

The Barracuda next-generation nuclear-

powered attack submarines, or SSns

(french designation Sna-nG), will be a key

component of the french navy’s force pro-

jection assets. in addition to anti-surface

and anti-submarine warfare, the Bar-

racuda’s mission capabilities will include

intelligence gathering, special operations

and land strikes, with the MDCn naval

cruise missile. 

HyUNDAI HEAVy LAUNCHES AEGIS
DESTROyER  
hyundai heavy industries has launched

Korea’s third 7,600-tonne class aegis

destroyer, the ryu Sung-ryong in the pres-

ence of senior dignitaries. The destroyer

which is 165.9 metre long, 21 metre wide

and 49 metre deep, is equipped with an

aegis combat system. The system includes

the SPy-1D radar, capable of detecting and

tracking 1,000 targets and attacking 20 

of those targets simultaneously. The

destroyer, which will be delivered by

august 2012, also has a wide-ranging 

anti-ship, anti-aircraft and anti-submarine

defence system.  

27-28 april

Marine South

Marine Corps Base Camp lejeune,

Jacksonville, north Carolina, uSa

www.marinemilitaryexpos.com

18-20 May

IMDEX Asia 2011

Changi exhibition Centre, Singapore

www.imdexasia.com

31 May -1 June

Submarine Operations & Requirements 2011

le Meridien Piccadilly hotel, 

london, uK

www.submarineconference.com

5-8 June

Middle East Maritime Security and 

Surveillance 2011

venue to be confirmed, 

Manama, Bahrain

www.memaritimesecurity.com

7-9 June

Undersea Defence Technology 2011

exCel london, england, uK

www.udt-europe.com

20-21 June

Maritime Domain Awareness

Crowne Plaza - The City, london, uK

www.smi-online.co.uk/events/pro-

gramme.asp?is=16&ref=3527&day=2

27–29 June

MAST Europe 2011 (Maritime Systems and

Technology)

Parc Chanot, Marseille, france

www.mastconfex.com

29 June-3 July

IMDS-2011 (International Maritime 

Defence Show)

St. Petersburg, russia

www.navalshow.ru

>> SHOW CALENDAR

The Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Nirmal Verma met Bangladeshi Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina during his five-day
visit to Bangladesh from April 4-9, 2011

Admiral Patrick Michael Walsh, Commander Pacific Fleet, US Navy calling on CNS Admiral Nirmal Verma at South
Block New Delhi on February 28, 2011



> INERTIAL NAVIGATION
> SEARCH & TRACK AND OBSERVATION
> CUSTOMER SERVICES

YOUR SIXTH SENSE ONBOARD

Sagem submarine solutions
As a worldwide leader in inertial navigation and optronics, Sagem continues to push back the limits of submarine safety, discretion and precision with 
modular, scalable, high-performance navigation and optronics systems. Sagem equips all types of submarines, new or retro�t, regardless of their 
tonnage and means of propulsion. So if you’re looking to heighten your �eet’s sixth sense, look no further. www.sagem-ds.com


